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The XML web-editor for everyone

Flexible architecture

Xeditor, is an online XML editor.   It enables you to create, edit, and review in-
telligently structured documents in XML format, without any technical knowl-
edge.

Xeditor gives authors a familiar and intuitive way to write, collaborate, and 
review highly structured content in XML format. It allows your company to 
leverage all the benefits of intelligent content without the costly overhead of 
bringing authors and reviewers up-to-speed on complex XML data models.

With Xeditor, content is semantically enriched during creation and organised 
in XML format. This ensures that your content is correctly formatted for 
automated publishing processes.

Xeditor can be configured for any schema making it suitable for everyone in 
every industry sector.

Xeditor’s flexible architecture allows for your developers (or ours) to 
implement the perfect editor for your organisation.

Xeditor is web-based, and its modern and open architecture also allows your 
developers to modify and extend Xeditor in any way they see fit.



Feature-rich, functional, and user-friendly

Beyond its reliable performance, Xeditor provides a wealth of tailored 
standard features.

Copy and paste functions, unlimited undo/redo, accurate searching, and 
advanced search/replace functions all enhance the authoring experience.

Additionally, the two most popular table models (HTML and CALS) are 
included, as well as footnotes, formulas, references, diagrams, media (images, 
video, etc.), and much more. 

The user-friendly front end leads your authors 
intuitively through the defined document structure 
(XSD/DTD).

Xeditor allows multi-media publishing, the creation 
of technical documentation, contracts, and editorial 
publications.

The powerful developer framework can be customized 
and integrated into any other system (CMS, Google Drive, 
etc.).

The tool can be configured for your own schema or 
industry standards from technical documentation 
(DITA, S1000D), publishing (JATS, NLM, DocBook), and 
reporting (XBRL, ESEF)



Who is Xeditor for?

Xeditor is used in many industries and is as versatile as they are. The tool is 
web-based, light, yet as powerful as anything else in the market. Xeditor can 
be used by anybody, anywhere!  Examples of its use are below.

Xeditor for aerospace and defence

Configured for S1000D, S2000D, ATA Spec 100/iSpec 2200

Xeditor helps create service and parts instructions and documentation in XML 
format and structures them granularly and semantically. 

Intelligent author support intuitively guides authors through complex document 
structures and noticeably simplifies the review process. 

Xeditor for academic & scientific publishing

Configured for industry standards JATS, TEI, and DocBook

Xeditor helps you pass documents and manuscripts on to other authors, 
editors, and proofreaders without any loss of quality or control.   

Plug-ins, such as Edifix, are available to automatically check sources and 
bibliographic references saving valuable time.

Xeditor for contracts and legal documents

Configured for industry standards JATS, TEI, and DocBook

With Xeditor, contracts and legal documents can be  created easily and edited 
by several people simultaneously. All changes and change requests are clearly 
visualized and logged through the change tracking and the comment system, 
which greatly simplifies the review process.

The XML format used by Xeditor guarantees a high-quality document 
structure, uniform formatting, and CI compliance.



Why GPSL?

GPSL works with some of the world’s largest organizations to solve
mission-critical content challenges. 

Our experience with Xeditor means that we can customise it for your 
specific requirement no matter what schema your organisation is 
working with.  Get in touch for more information about how Xeditor can 
help your authors create, review, collaborate in an intelligently structured 
document (in XML) as easily as creating a word document. 

Xeditor for manufacturing

Configured for industry standards DITA, DocBook, PI-Mod

Xeditor helps you to create manuals and documentation in XML format. To 
ensure the best possible reuse of information, it is structured and divided into 
granular information units called topics. 

Intelligent author support intuitively guides authors through complex document 
structures. Various plug-ins, such as Acrolinx, ensure outstanding content 
quality.

Xeditor for the financial industry

Configured for industry standards ESF, XBRL, DocBook

As of January 1, 2020, all companies listed on a stock exchange are required 
to publish annual and financial reports and financial statements in a uniform 
European electronic format (ESEF).

Xeditor tags content semantically according to the ESEF specifications and 
organises it in XBRL format as it is created. Intelligent author support allows 
multiple users to work on a report at  the same time, while providing intuitive 
guidance. This saves time, ensures compliance with ESEF requirements, and 
simplifies publication in XHTML format.
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